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5This project focuses on urban playgrounds in the Boston 
metropolitan area in Massachusetts. Since 1995, renovations 
implemented through the Boston Schoolyards Initiative (BSI) have 
transformed school playgrounds into more vibrant environments 
for children. Nonetheless, these playgrounds may provide further 
opportunities for innovative designs that help promote creativity. 
In the twenty-first century, children seem to be more interested 
in exploring the world of digital technology rather than spending 
time outdoors. However, the outdoor environment provides 
a great medium for children to explore and learn along with 
other children, which cannot be experienced via technology. 
One of the challenges that prevents children from wanting to 
spend time outdoors is the fact that the majority of children’s 
playscapes consist of standard play equipment and structures 
from manufacturers’ catalogs. Many playscapes have play 
structures that can be found in any region in the United States, 
although conventional designs are not as popular as they were 
in the past. Regrettably, manufacturers are more concerned with 
making profits, meeting adults’ requirements, limiting liability, 
and abiding by safety standards than with piquing children’s 
interests (Heseltine and Holborn, 1987). Nevertheless, children 
can shape the future, and therefore it is important to provide 
them with environments that encourage cerebral development 
and facilitate new social interactions (Moore 1986). Most public 
playgrounds in Boston have become too safe and consequently 
do not provide opportunities for growth and creativity. Progressive 
countries in Europe, such as Germany and England, have many 
provocative playgrounds that promote social interaction and 
child development. It is important to recognize that children’s 
playscapes may also represent an integral part of the landscape 
and regional identity. Landscape architects have the tools and 
vision to design innovative playscapes that provide dynamic 
play environments for children in this technology-driven era. This 
project aims to provide a toolbox for institutional leaders and 
designers to utilize during the visioning and design process, the 
purpose of which is to furnish various play amenities at low cost 
and to serve as a creative element for elementary school children 
from kindergarten to fifth grade.
Keywords: playgrounds, playscapes, play environments, 
playspaces, schoolyard, landscape design, environmental 
design, and recreation.
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Chapter I: Introduction 
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During the past several decades, playgrounds have been 
transformed dramatically and have become a more popular 
topic among urban landscape designers. There have been many 
advocates for more creative playscapes, to use play elements and 
structures outside of standard model catalogs, among leading 
landscape architects such as James Corner and Michael Van 
Valkenburgh. There is an urgent attention toward “play, fitness, 
and health crisis for American children,” because there is no 
“quick fix” or “magic bullet” revolving around these issues (Frost, 
2010). Parents and manufacturers may have been focusing on 
risk, safety, and legal liability, but they overlooked the importance 
of child development and creativity in the outdoor environment. 
Similarly, in adventure playgrounds, children are allowed to use 
rubble materials and construction tools. Educators are looking for 
opportunities to incorporate more outdoor activities outside the 
classrooms, yet they are limited with the constraints of conventional 
play equipment. As a result, United States schoolyard and park 
landscapes are composed of conventional play equipment that 
can be found uniformly across the country.  Therefore, landscape 
designers have potential opportunities to provide alternative 
sustainable solutions to address risk, safety, and creativity for 
children to play in the outdoor environment. There are multiple 
benefits to providing quality urban outdoor green playscapes for 
children such as social interaction, physical and mental health, 
education, ecological habitat, and most importantly - room for 
creativity and flexibility. 
Many cities are starting, once again, to value school public 
playgrounds importance in both wildlife connectivity in urban 
areas and educational purposes for young children (National 
Wildlife Federation, 2010). Playscapes have the opportunity to 
provide “edible landscapes” for children and adults to interact 
with, and learn about urban agriculture. This provides many 
levels of social interaction. Overall, children’s playscapes in the 
urban environment provide multiple benefits for both children and 
adults, which not only address safety issues but also creativity 
and exploration under adult supervision. 
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•	 Incorporate different alternative play equipment types 
appropriate for different seasons
•	 Demonstrate safety-sensitive design principles of 
recycled materials and adventure playground theories
 The goal of this project is to identify and evaluate different 
play equipment design alternatives that address and balance 
the different needs and interests of parents, administrators, 
educators, students, and urban ecology advocates for 
the Holland Elementary School in Dorchester, MA. These 
sustainable playscape equipment types provide various uses 
and accommodations for different groups of students that utilize 
recycled materials, in order to reduce the cost of construction. 
The project aims to bring interesting and creative play elements 
for children to explore and interact with the outdoor environment 
as well as with each other.
Objectives to achieve the above Goal: 
•	 Research and identify applicable recycled construction 
materials
•	 Explore alternative approaches to the design of creative 
playgrounds
•	 Provide recommendations of equipment for various 
groups of students
•	 Conduct a site analysis based on existing conditions 
and available resources
1.1 Goals
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This project explores the potential benefits from the application 
of alternative equipment for children’s playscapes in Boston-area 
public school playgrounds. This exploration of playground design 
theory begins with an overview of the history of playgrounds in the 
United States, which originated in Massachusetts in the 1800s. 
A general literature review of the guidelines and regulations from 
manufacturers was undertaken to gain better understanding of 
the requirements. Subsequently, the research examines benefits 
of adventure playgrounds as a new playscape type. Ultimately, 
this project will utilize and apply the findings to the playscape 
design for the Holland School in Dorchester, Massachusetts. 
Through literature review and precedent studies, the intention is 
to gain an understanding of the following objectives:
•	The	history	of	United	States	playgrounds
•	Adventure	playgrounds
•	Elements	that	promote	fun	and	creative	play
•	Theories	and	different	playground	types
•	Methods	 to	 apply	 recycle	 materials	 for	 cost	 effective	
purposes
1.2 Project Scope
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
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2.1 Evolution of Playgrounds in the United States
Playgrounds in the United States began to appear in the early 
1800s. The first built playground in the United States was in 
Salem, Massachusetts in 1821 as the first outdoor gymnasium 
(Frost, 2010). Massachusetts takes pride in having such a 
long history with outdoor playgrounds. The first known and 
recorded free “equipped, supervised outdoor gymnasium for 
public use,” was in Charlesbank, Massachusetts (Frost, 2010). 
Unfortunately, these playgrounds were only for men and boys. 
In the early 1900s, playgrounds began to gain popularity among 
politicians and community leaders, as a result, there were more 
playgrounds being built in other states such as New York; and the 
first Department of Public Recreation of the American Civic Union 
was formed, which advocated for playgrounds more generally 
(Frost, 2010). In the early 1900s, many playgrounds were built 
as a result of concerns about children playing in the streets 
and alleys, places that were considered to be unhealthy and 
dangerous. Thus, at the beginning of the 20th century President 
Theodore Roosevelt aimed to help establish new playgrounds 
for every child in urban areas (Frost, 2010). Over the course of 
the century, municipal parks and playgrounds became a more 
standard feature of urban landscapes.  In the 1970s, McDonald’s 
restaurant chain began to open thematic playgrounds attached 
to their restaurants (“McDonald’s Enjoys Success with Leaps and 
Bounds,” 1992).  Colorful equipment made of plastic materials 
gained popularity among parents, because this design of play 
equipment prevented children from getting dirty and seriously 
injured; significant because these playgrounds were not 
community neighborhood-based but commercial automobile 
travel-based. 
By the 1980s, an increase in “lawsuits and government guidelines” 
marked the era of children playground designs under greater 
government intervention and regulation and children’s safety was 
the primary guideline (Frost, 2010). In 1978, a toddler named Frank 
Nelson fell off a slide and fractured his skull on asphalt pavement. 
His parents later sued the Chicago Park District and the multiple 
companies that manufactured the play equipment (Devall, 1986). 
The Nelson case was one of the many lawsuits during this time 
period. These cases created a domino effect that significantly 
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changed the course of children’s playground evolution and 
caused equipment manufacturers to shift toward safety as the 
main driving factor.  Joe Frost, who is the author of many books 
on the subject of playgrounds in the United States, began to 
record events where children fell and hurt themselves in recent 
decades. These popular movements, in response to playground 
hazards, increased the government’s attention to address the 
issue and required assessment of playground equipment, which 
resulted in the establishment of more stringent, standardized 
guidelines for playground inspection (Devall, 1986). Over the 
years, play equipment manufacturers made a series of revisions 
to improve play equipment, where more engineers were involved 
in the process, yet landscape designers were not involved. The 
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission Handbook provides 
various guidelines, restrictions, and materials suggestions for 
manufacturers. As a result, playgrounds in the U.S. increasingly 
had a “homogeneity” quality similar to playspaces at McDonald’s 
franchise restaurants across the country due to mass production 
for low cost (Ogata, 2010).  Eventually, around 2006, there were 
more and more signs in “bold type that there are to be no ball 
games played near school buildings, no games that involve 
tackling, no jumping off playground equipment, and more” 
(Evans, 2001). Teachers and parents grew fearful when children 
began playing with natural materials such as tree branches, 
soil, water, or mud (Evans, 2001).  American playground policy-
makers continue to struggle with the idea of “safe” and “cost 
effective” materials and designs. This created the potential for 
designers, such as landscape architects, to include beneficial 
spatial aspects where children can have greater exposure to 
adventure and value play in the outdoor environment. 
16
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According to the United States Consumer Product Safety 
Commission (USCPSC), “Public” playground equipment refers 
to equipment for children ages 6 months through 12 years in 
the playground areas of: “commercial (non-residential) child 
care facilities, institutions, multiple family dwellings, such as 
apartment and condominium buildings, parks, such as city, 
state, and community maintained parks, restaurants, resorts and 
recreational developments, schools, and other areas of public 
use.”   
The USCPSC also provides a thorough public playground 
handbook guidelines for manufacturers and designers to follow 
as a “standard of care” to promote “greater safety awareness 
among those who purchase, install, and maintain public 
playground equipment” (“CPSC,” 2010). The handbook was first 
published in 1981 and last updated in 2010 (“CPSC,” 2010). 
The first few editions focused on playground surfaces  and 
major changes made recently in 2008 include: the age range 
expanded to include six-month-old children, topic areas such as 
surface materials, sun exposure, and making guidelines easier 
to understand. The handbook is divided into several chapters 
including: General Playground Considerations, Playground 
Hazards, Maintaining a Playground, and Parts of the Playground. 
In general, it primarily focuses on safety and avoiding hazardous 
materials, without explicitly considering factors such as children’s 
physical and mental needs and designing flexible space for 
creative exploration and discovery.
In the General Playground Considerations chapter, new 
playgrounds had to follow specific safety guidelines consisting 
of “travel patterns, nearby accessible hazards, sun exposure, 
and slope and drainage” as key aspects of eliminating potential 
injuries characteristics (“CPSC,” 2010). Several other key factors 
for laying out playgrounds include: accessibility, age separation, 
conflicting activities, sight lines, signage and/or labeling, 
supervision (“CPSC,” 2010).  Accessibility provides opportunities 
for children with disabilities to share similar experiences with 
approval by the American Society for Testing and Materials 
2.2 Public Playground Definition and Standard Safety Guidelines
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(ASTM) playground surfaces. Additionally, playgrounds should 
provide buffer zones for separation of different age groups. Those 
separations may include shrubs or benches to reduce injuries, 
because older children may have more challenging equipment. 
The separation would also improve children’s mobility and 
reaction times when there is a conflict in uses of the play area. 
Active and passive recreation activities are also separated to 
avoid conflict. Playgrounds should also minimize visual barriers 
in order to allow adults to keep track of their children. Labels 
and signage are posted to provide guidance to child supervisors 
on how to use equipment. Supervisors have the responsibility 
to understand basic playground guidelines such as making 
sure children have footwear, checking for broken equipment, 
removing unsafe objects, and monitoring surface conditions. 
Some equipment generally not recommended consists of: 
trampolines, swing gates, giant strides, climbing ropes, rope 
swings, and more; because they are considered to be too 
dangerous (“CPSC,” 2010). Inappropriate surfaces that cannot 
be used are: asphalt, carpet not tested by ASTM, concrete, dirt, 
grass, and CCA treated wood mulch (“CPSC,” 2010). The list 
goes on to Chapter 2.4.2.1 Unitary Surface Materials, such as 
rubber and tiles. These materials must be tested and approved 
by ASTM test data before installation. These standards such as 
age group separation using buffer zones, provide strict guidelines 
and protect children from any potential harm, hence similar play 
equipment across the country was installed.
Chapter 3, Playground Hazards, primarily focuses on raising 
awareness of risk factors of various materials in playgrounds 
and these materials require a thorough test with ASTM. The 
chapter consists of several sections such as crush and shearing 
points, strings and ropes, entanglement and impalement, head 
entrapment, partially bound opening and angles, sharp points, 
corners and edges, and tripping hazards. Chapter 4 provides 
a short list of routine inspection and maintenance issues to 
prevent injuries on playgrounds due to failures of equipment. 
Finally, Chapter 5 provides the outlines of specific guidelines for 
designers and manufacturers to follow such as: stepped platforms 
for toddlers should be 7 inches, preschool-age should be 12 
inches, and school age should be 18 inches. This chapter shows 
tables and simple illustrations to convey the standard guidelines 
more effectively. The general consensus of what to install or what 
not to install is clear, yet there is still no consideration in providing 
children with a fun and vibrant playground. 
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2.3 Playscapes
The word “playscape” emerged in the mid-1900s. Designers 
believed the word playground did not accurately describe new 
ideas and new spaces that are no longer “steel jungle gyms, 
swings and slides installed on asphalt surfaces” (“Play History-
Playscape,” 2014). One notable modern landscape architect, 
Garrett Eckbo, used the word “playscape” to describe his design 
work at Longwood, in Cleveland, Ohio, that encompassed 
play equipment and the connection to the surrounding site 
as a “cohesive landscape” (“Play History-Playscape,” 2014). 
Interestingly, the notion of playscape gained popularity in its 
use and variety of meanings. Landscape architects began using 
the word ‘playscape’ under the pretense of “playgrounds that 
are designed landscapes” (“Play History-Playscape,” 2014). 
In contrast, manufacturers and retailers defined playscapes 
as modern play equipment sculptures. Girl Scouts described 
playscape in 1967 as “child’s adventure world with compact 
play area consisting of basic equipment such as rocks, trees and 
shelters” (Girl Scouts of the United States of America, 1967). The 
word playscape continues to embody different meanings, yet with 
a similarity in describing a playground that is a more distinctive 
and ‘alternative’ playground compared to the conventional 
playground. 21
2.4 Adventure playgrounds
The term ‘adventure playground’ first appeared in Europe in the 
early 1900s. In the 1930s, C. Th. Sørensen, a Danish landscape 
architect, observed that children did not like playing in his 
designed playgrounds (New, Staples, and Cochran, 2006). He 
realized children were more interested in the “leftover materials 
from construction sites and sand boxes”; he became most 
notably known for creating the “adventure playground” or “junk 
playgrounds”, where kids could play with construction materials 
such as nails and hammers (Jost, 2013). European countries 
have been leading in adventure playgrounds. One of the most 
prominent playgrounds is Bispevangens in Copenhagen, 
Denmark. Children are able to build their own “community of 
huts from scrap lumber” (Brett, Moore, and Provenzo, 1993). 
Adventure playgrounds continue to gain popularity throughout 
Europe. There are currently about 1,000 adventure playgrounds 
in Europe, mostly in Denmark, Switzerland, France, Germany, the 
Netherlands, and in England (Knight, 2013). According to the 
Adventure Playground Association in 2006, there are about 400 
adventure playgrounds in Germany alone, and 80 in England. 
Adventure playgrounds are highly valued in Europe, because 
they allow children to explore, take risks, have ownership, be 
free, and most importantly interact with other children and nature, 
which are all important characteristics for children to grow and 
develop resilience as they grow up.
Currently, there are only two existing adventure playgrounds 
in the United States, in Berkeley and Huntington Beach, both 
located in California (Bennett, 2007). The Berkeley adventure 
playground has been around for nearly 35 years and with an 
amazing record of less than six broken arms in eighteen years 
out of over 50,000 visitors per year (Jost, 2013). Children get 
supervision from staff monitoring the playground, but other adults 
are not permitted. This provides children a sense of freedom and 
“they take responsibility for themselves and others” (Jost, 2013). 
Children playing in Berkeley’s Adventure Playground become 
“more independent and cautious” stated one of the parents 
(Jost, 2013). Subsequently, it is important to allow children to be 
independent, because recent studies have shown that children 
prefer to play with movable equipment like adventure playgrounds, 
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which provide more cohesive playground environments and 
prevent boredom and bullying (Parrish, Heather, Iverson, and 
Russell, 2012). In the July 2013 issue of Landscape Architecture 
Magazine, the article “Kids with Saws!” features Berkeley’s 
Adventure Playground, indicating that key landscape architects 
and designers are increasingly valuing important elements of 
adventure playgrounds and could ultimately integrate these 
ideas into their designs in the near future.
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Providing playgrounds for children is an important element 
in developing their mental as well as physical capabilities. 
Psychologists support the idea that children learn by exploring 
and playing with each other during outdoor activities (Moore, 
1986). A recent qualitative study has shown that “non-fixed” 
equipment provides a much more dynamic environment and 
retains children’s attention longer than conventional playground 
equipment (Parrish, Yeatman, Iverson, and Russell, 2011). 
Research has shown that children actually prefer to play in 
natural environments, such as shaded areas with trees, leaves, 
and grassy areas with landforms (Evans, 2001). They prefer to 
play in environments where they can run, climb, explore, and 
build things; they also enjoy getting themselves dirty while 
playing in soil, sand, mud, and water (Evans, 2001). Playgrounds 
or playscapes should embody these flexible elements in order 
for children to develop during their youth and adolescence. 
Therefore, it is vital to provide an interesting and challenging 
playground that offers a variety of equipment and materials, 
where children can manipulate and adapt their environment.
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2.5 Children and Play
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Physical education in the United States has been considered by 
researchers and policymakers to be one of the most important 
components in public school systems. Physical education is 
mandatory in only 45 states, however, and many other states have 
also significantly curtailed their physical education programs in 
terms of time and resources. Children are required to have access 
to athletic equipment, to be active, to have exercise time during 
recess and Physical Education classes while at school (Pate 
and Hohn, 1994). Health and fitness go hand in hand. American 
youth are increasingly inactive and unfit; they are generally meant 
to be more active than adults as a group. But many are less 
active than they should be, due to electronic and digital media, 
new curriculum mandates in public schools, and concerns for 
safety (Pate and Hohn, 1994). It is important to allow children 
to enjoy exercise and fitness for health benefits as part of their 
educational experience. As a result of this decrease in physical 
activities, overweight children and obesity have increased in 
the United States and many other countries (Parrish, Heather, 
Iverson, and Russell, 2012). Many adults tend to believe that the 
outdoor environment can be unsafe, thus, leading parents to 
keep their children indoor and under their supervision. However, 
in the 1970s and 1980s, Americans began to realize that physical 
activities were important for long-term health, especially during 
childhood. The “Stairway to Lifetime Fitness” model, in Health 
and Fitness through Physical Education published in 1994, was 
presented with a hierarchical format identifying objectives for 
fitness education programs; outlining steps of a lifelong physical 
activity process that encourages children to become more 
independent by starting with “doing regular exercise, achieving 
physical fitness, personal exercise patterns, self-evaluation, and 
problem solving/decision making” (Pate and Hohn, 1994). 
2.6 Health and Fitness
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Parents and educators are often afraid of seeing children hurt 
(and are also sometimes concerned about legal liability). Studies 
have shown that they prefer having an eye on their children at all 
times to avoid injuries (Mott, Rolfe, Jams, Evans, Kemp, Dunstan, 
Kemp Silbert, 1997). The fear of letting children get hurt while 
playing prevents children from having the freedom to explore 
and take risks on the playground. However, research indicates 
that children need to have the time to explore and become 
independent at a young age in order to help them become more 
resilient and overcome obstacles in their adulthood (Arvid, 1972). 
Children are quick learners and it is important to allow them to 
take risks and get hurt in order for them to realize and learn to 
become more cautious as they grow up. Risk-taking is part of 
the equation for children play characteristics. Children’s bodies 
are durable and built to take bumps and falls with fairly quick 
recovery (Hewes and Beckwith, 1974). Thus, it is fundamental that 
children take risks, gain self-discovery, and develop confidence 
physically and emotionally while they have robust bodies.  Playing 
is essential for children to develop social interaction and physical 
development. 
Elements such as fire and water in playgrounds are rare to find in 
the urban areas, because they are considered as dangerous and 
children would get injured and even lead to death (Ogata, 2010). 
At present, children do not have opportunities to be exposed 
to these “dangerous” elements as compared to generations in 
the past; these children are likely to become more vulnerable 
to major crisis and unexpected catastrophe and not be as 
resilient (Hewes and Beckwith, 1974). Independent play would 
be relatively safe, as well as risky play with materials such as 
fire, water, and manual tools would be structured and supervised 
by adults in order to provide safe opportunities to broaden their 
material choices. Therefore, it is important to allow children to 
be exposed to equipment that adults believe to be risky and 
dangerous, because children will learn to problem solve and 
keep them from danger, and stay safe as they grow up. 
2.7 Risk and Safety
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2.8 Creativity
Children’s playscapes in public areas consist mostly of 
equipment from manufacturer catalogs. They do not have unique 
characteristics that encourage children to be creative or flexible 
while using them, because majority of the playgrounds in the 
United States have similar standardized play structures. Children 
should be allowed to build their own play structure rather than 
receiving fixed equipment that they cannot make changes to or 
disassemble (Hogan, 1982). The idea contradicts the traditional 
way of how playgrounds are designed. Perhaps the playground 
structure should not be treated as a permanent fixture in the 
landscape, but rather a structure that can provide outdoor space 
for creativity activities. There are alternative elements and play 
types that provide room for creativity for children. Playgrounds 
that have movable parts often keep the interest of children longer 
because they can manipulate the equipment (Parrish, Heather, 
Don, and Ken, 2012). Children learn by watching and imitating 
their parents and adults. Thus, by allowing children to have access 
to hammers, nails, and timber blocks may seem dangerous for 
children to handle at first, but they will be able to take pride and 
learn to handle these tools and object. Often, children run around 
the conventional play structures but may not use the equipment 
because they have already played with the equipment many times 
previously. Therefore, it is important to have children exposed to 
different tools to play, such as assembling furniture, gardening, 
drawing, and painting. 
Photo: happyhooligans.files.wordpress.com
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2.9 American Playground Types
The evolution of playgrounds in the United States has continued 
to develop significantly since the early 1800s. An advocate for 
safety playgrounds in the United States is Dr. Joe Frost. After 
more than 50 years of teaching, researching, and writing books 
about child development and playgrounds, Dr. Frost categorized 
American Playground Types into: traditional playgrounds, 
designer/contemporary playgrounds, adventure playgrounds, 
and adapted playgrounds. The table illustrates different uses, 
benefits, and purpose of each type (Frost, 2010).  
Photo: nycgovparks.org
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Figure 1.1: Adventure Playground Types
Types Materials Equipment Designers Aesthetics Formality Cost Maintenance Purpose Setting
Traditional 
Playgrounds/
Outdoor Gym-
nasium
Steel 
equipment in 
concrete
Jungle 
gyms, steel 
swings, 
slides, 
seesaws, 
climbers, 
merry-go-
round
Manufacturer Machine aesthetics Formal Medium Low
Exercise 
Fun
Barren 
area, often 
in urban 
setting
Designer/
Contemporary 
Playgrounds
Wood and 
expensive 
stone and 
timer terracing
Varies
Architect, 
Landscape 
Architect, 
Professional 
Designer
Colorful Informal High High
Fun
Appeal to 
adults
Anywhere
Adventure 
Playgrounds
Scrap 
materials 
and tools for 
children to use 
constructive 
play
Cooking, 
gardening, 
and animal 
care
Children, Staff, 
and Designers
Unkempt, 
not colorful Informal Low Low
Fun
Creative
Freedom
Fenced-in 
playground
Adapted Play-
grounds
Existing 
commercial 
materials
Typical play 
equipment 
sets
Manufacturer 
and developers
Colorful, 
but uniform Semi-formal High Medium
Safe
Comply to 
guidelines
Anywhere, 
often public 
playground
29
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2.10 Conclusion
Research studies since the mid-1800s have indicated that it is important 
to provide children spaces to explore and discover as a natural process. 
As playground popularity began to spread across the United States, 
there were a number of injuries that led the U.S. government to compile a 
consumer safety handbook for manufacturers to follow and avoid further 
injuries. However, the quality of play began to decline as standardized 
equipment became limited in terms of use options around the country. 
Perhaps our playgrounds have become too safe and do not embody 
those values for children to be creative and have the freedom to engage 
with the environment. Adults may have become overprotective of their 
children. Manufacturers have limited design options, because they 
have to abide to the U.S. CPSC guidelines. Nevertheless, the future of 
society lies in the healthy development of our next generations; thus, it is 
important and necessary to identify alternative approaches and designs 
can promote greater quality play and discovery in public playgrounds. 
Different playground types provide a variety of play-activity. A successful 
playscape for children should encompass things like safety, enjoyment, 
creativity, exploration, and risk-taking; while allowing children to learn 
through their experiences as a natural process of their childhood. 
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Chapter 3: Case Studies
2
Site
33
Berkeley Adventure Playground, CA | Case Study I
Teardrop Park, NY | Case Study II
Woodland Discovery Playground, TN | Case Study III
 Lions Park Playscape, AL | Case Study IV
Photo: Adventure Playground Berkeley
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Photo: Adventure Playground Berkeley
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Case Study I: Berkeley Adventure Playground, CA
The first adventure playground in the US was opened in 1979. 
It has been one of the top 10 playgrounds profiled in National 
Geographic. It is an over three-decade old playground, and with 
only a few major accidents  - which is an amazing feat (Jost, 
2013). This is a playground where children play with construction 
material scraps, i.e. lumber and rubber, which were abundant 
materials after WWII. The major elements of the Adventure 
playgrounds include “Earth, Fire, and Water, and lots of creative 
materials” (Berkeley Adventure Playground, 2014). There are 
specific rules that children and parents have to follow when 
they enter the playground, as well as signing a waiver form. 
Children play with hammers and sharp objects. At this adventure 
playground, kids learn to avoid danger while having fun, as well 
as having many opportunities to be creative and building things 
with their own hands. Staff members are trained to supervise and 
provide instructions as a p (Jost, 2013 and Berkeley Adventure 
Playground, 2014). One of the most popular pieces of equipment 
is the zip line. It is something that cannot be found in any traditional 
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or adapted/public playground. This is a successful playscape 
that children enjoy and learn to be more conscious when dealing 
with dangerous materials.  There are many useful play type ideas 
in the Berkeley Adventure Playground. 
Photo: Adventure Playground Berkeley
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Photo: Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates
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Photo: Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates
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A notable landscape architecture firm, Michael Van Valkenburgh 
Associates, designed Teardrop Park. The park is located in lower 
Manhattan, New York City. It is a 1.8-acre public park built on 
greyfield (“Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates, Inc.”).  The team 
designed the park with the focus on children as the most important 
demographic. The park is designed to address the urban situation 
where children do not have the adequate natural exposure. The 
goal is to offer adventure and sanctuary while “engaging mind 
and body” (“Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates, Inc.”).  The 
team designed topography, water features, natural stones, and 
lush plantings to bring nature into the cityscape to juxtapose with 
the rigid and developed urban setting. According to Landscape 
Architecture Foundation website, Teardrop Park has successfully 
provided a flexible nature playspace with an estimate of 200,000 
visitors a year (“Teardrop Park”). About 70% of the children who 
come to Teardrop Park engage in physical activities as well as 
“constructive, dramatic, and functional play” (“Teardrop Park”). 
Once a greyfield, the budget for the park was $1.7 million, in 
order to treat the soil and bring in sustainable features to the site 
Case Study II: Teardrop Park, NY
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(“Teardrop Park”). The team used local materials, found within 
160 miles from the site and about 88% of the plants are native 
to the region; these are some of the sustainable approaches 
taken. Particularly, many recycled materials were used during 
construction, such as rubberized play surface was made from 
recycled tires and erosion control materials are made from 
recycled plastics (“Teardrop Park”). The main play equipment 
is located in the shade and away from wind; some equipment 
consists of a sandbox, Slide Hill, and Water Play rocks (“General 
Design Category”). Woody plants and understories were planted 
to provide shades as well as to serve as sponges to absorb 
rainwater. The team designed play equipment rather than using 
equipment from catalogs, thus the landscape and playscape are 
completely integrated. With the unique features, the park provides 
an exciting opportunity for children to play and be creative. The 
design team won the 2009 American Society of Landscape 
Architecture (ASLA) Honor Award in General Design Category 
for their excellent work. Overall, Teardrop Park is comparable to 
an urban oasis with lush planting and with a unique playscape 
that captures attention and activity among visitors - from toddlers 
to elders.
Photo: Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates
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Photo: shelbyfarmspark.org
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Case Study III: Woodland Discovery Playground, TN
The Woodland Discovery Playground is located in Shelby Farm 
Park, which lies in the middle of Shelby County in Memphis, 
Tennessee. James Corner Field Operations, a well-known 
landscape architecture and urban design firm, were the design 
team. During the schematic design process, the team invited 
local children to offer ideas and feedback. The park is considered 
to be a “community treasure” in the United States with innovative 
designs for children (“Shelby Farms Park Has Something for 
Everyone”). The team designed a playscape to represent 
artwork, as well as providing more challenging equipment that 
are all custom-made. This project was one of the pilot projects 
in the world that received the Sustainable Sites Initiatives 
certification one star level (“Sustainable Sites Initiatives”). 
The 4.25-acre playground with its budget of $3.5 million was 
transformed from a greyfield into a major public landmark, with 
a number of cutting-edge playgrounds with sustainable design 
practices internationally (“Sustainable Sites Initiatives”). The 
project focused on invasive plant mitigation, such as Chinese 
Privet, and bringing back native plants to the region that would 
highlight the local vernacular aesthetics. The design team 
carefully studied and allowed children to be part of the design 
development. Borrowing the park’s wooded context, outdoor 
playscapes aimed to promote “discovery, provoke challenges, 
embrace delight, encourage creativity, build relationships, and 
cultivate healthy children’s development” (Shelby Farms Park 
Has Something for Everyone, 2001). The playground is also 
sensitive to ADA play elements for every age level and ability. 
It serves as a working model for future playgrounds because it 
demonstrates levels of design complexities that are achievable 
and successful (Shelby Farms Park Has Something for Everyone, 
2001). The design is intended to promote discovery, foster 
play, and embrace fun and creativity, while also encouraging 
healthy development of “children’s physical and social well-
being” (Shelby Farms Park Has Something for Everyone, 2001). 
The playscape cultivates outdoor interaction and creativity 
through various forms of equipment that provide opportunities 
to run, climb, slide, swing, build, find, and discover. The team 
Photo: James Corner Field Operations
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gathered information after public workshops and came up with 
criteria of: adventure, discovery, health, nature, fun and surprise 
(“Shelby Farms Park Has Something for Everyone”, 2001). The 
team successfully designed a park incorporating children’s 
values to promote their well-being. This approach became a new 
movement for playscape design with the outdoor playground. A 
thorough description of the project from the Shelby Farms Park 
website:
The main feature of the playground is a meandering arbor 
planted with native woody trees and vines. The arbor links and 
frames 6 outdoor play rooms, or ‘Nests.’ From slides and swings 
to nets suspended from trees, these mounds and hollows offer 
a rich series of play experiences that maximize spatial and 
sensory experiences, while targeting children’s different ages, 
developmental abilities and interests. Together, the arbor and the 
nests provide a fun-filled sequence of “hide-and-seek” places in 
a beautiful natural setting.
The playground is on track to be among the very first projects to 
meet ambitious SITES™ performance benchmarks for ecological 
and human well-being. The Sustainable Sites Initiative® aims to 
change the world of landscapes by creating a voluntary rating 
system on par with the LEED® ratings for green buildings. 
Pilot projects like the Woodland Discovery Playground show 
that the SITES™ guidelines are already helping to create more 
sustainable landscapes. (Shelby Farms Park Has Something for 
Everyone, 2001).
The playground was completed in 2011 and has since become 
popular among residents and especially children. Creative 
playgrounds like the Woodland Discovery Playground borrowed 
ideas from adventure playgrounds and promoted outdoor play 
through innovative and sustainable solutions. 
Photo: shelbyfarmspark.org
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Photo: Rural Studio
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Case Study IV: Lions Park Playscape, AL
Lions Park is located in the City of Greensboro, Alabama. 
Rural Studio, students of Auburn University, re-designed and 
revitalized the park for the Lions Club, the Riding Club, and the 
Greensboro Baseball Association in 2004. One of the projects 
that Rural Studio designed for the park was a “music” playscape 
where the playground is made from 2,000 donated galvanized 
recycled 50-gallon steel drums, which had previously been 
used “to transport mint oil”. The students designed a maze-like 
playscape with the purpose of fostering creativity for children 
(Boyer, 2012). The team built a maze structure where children 
can run, hide, jump, climb, and engage in other forms of exercise. 
Children can also use these steel drums as musical instruments. 
Undulating berms, sound tubes, and sensory rooms are hidden 
throughout the maze and create exciting moments of discovery 
for children (“Lions Park Playscape”). There are shouting tubes 
and rolling berms for areas of the playground. This is an example 
of a beautiful and cost-effective playscape for children to explore 
and be creative. Drums designed by an engineer prevented 
them from becoming too hot, and at the same time provide shade 
Photo: Rural Studio
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during summertime (Boyer, 2012). The budget for the project 
was low, but yielded a high quality level of playscape. This 
innovative park, using various materials, creates “opportunities 
for mental stimulation and imagination which are all important for 
children development” (“Lions Park Playscape”). Lions Park is an 
example of a good design solution that utilizes recycled materials 
and a transformation of a vacant land into a vibrant playground 
that promotes creativity and enjoyment for children. The lesson 
learned from this park design is that a sustainable, fun, and cost-
effective playscape is possible. 
Photo: Rural Studio
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Conclusion
These four case studies show various contributions from 
designers, children, and students to create a vibrant public park. 
The figure 1.1 illustrates a summary comparison between the four 
case studies. Each playground was chosen based on level of 
challenge for children’s recreation and uniqueness of aesthetic 
quality. Each park provides a number of unique attributes with 
pros and cons; such as Lions Park utilized recycled materials and 
activated the playscape, but this park is located in the southern 
state that has different climate. Teardrop Park provides beautiful 
natural landscape within a busy urban environment in New York, 
but the overall budget is relatively high. 
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Chapter 4: Methodology
As the evolution of playgrounds continues to shift toward safety 
and risk-free environments, playscapes began to emerge and 
provide unique experiences for children with alternative play 
equipment. A summary of four different case studies provides 
creative ideas and lessons learned from each project. A table 
of comparison below will categorize different qualities for each 
case study. This will serve as a reference for the site design for 
the Holland Elementary School in Dorchester, MA. The first table 
organizes various characteristic values from each case-study 
site in order to understand and analyze applicable tools for the 
project design at the Holland Elementary School. 
Figure 1.2: Case Studies Summaries
Case Study Playgrounds Year Children engagement
low                         high
Maintenance
low                         high
Room for creativity
low                         high
Cost Age Type
      Adventure Playground in Berkeley 1978 $$ 7 Years + Adventure Playground
     Teardrop Park 2006 $$$$$$$ All ages Professional Designer Playground
     Woodland Discovery Park 2011 $$$$$$$$$ All ages Professional Designer Playground
     Lions Park 2010 $ All Ages Student Designer Playground
1
2
3
4
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Figure 1.3: Comparison through research data
Park Materials Cost Envi Adult Supervision Location Year Type Risk Age
#1 Berkeley 
Adventure 
Playground
Scrap 
materials/
recycle 
materials: 
tires, woods, 
nails, pvc 
pipes
Low
Medium
(materials) Yes, trained staff but not parents
California, 
USA 1979
Adventure 
playground High
7 years +
Younger 
children (adult 
supervision)
#2 Design 
Park: Teardrop 
Park
Boulders, 
sand, metal 
slide, mostly 
native 
vegetation
High
High 
(stormwater and 
vegetation)
Yes, not required
Toddlers 
recommended
New York, 
USA 2006
Professional
Designer/
Contemporary 
Playground
Medium All ages
#3 Design 
Park: 
Woodland 
Discovery 
Park, 
Sand, timber, 
plastic, metals High
High (invasive 
plants mitigation 
and stormwater)
Yes, not required
Toddlers 
recommended
Tennessee, 
USA 2011
Professional
Designer/
Contemporary
Medium All ages
#4 Lions Park
Recycled 
55-gallon steel 
drums, soil
Low
Medium
 (materials) No Alabama, USA 2010
Student 
Designer 
Playground
Low - 
Medium All ages
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Figure 1.4: Characteristics Comparison
Park Children Engagement Maintenance
Room for 
Creativity
#1 Berkeley 
Adventure 
Playground
High Medium High
#2 Design Park: 
Teardrop Park Medium – High Medium - High Medium
#3 Design 
Park: Woodland 
Discovery Park, 
High Medium - High Medium - High
#4 Lions Park High Low - Medium Medium - High
Photo: Rural 
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Figure 1.5: Unique and Applicable Characteristics
Park Pros Cons
#1 Berkeley 
Adventure 
Playground
-Trained staff supervise children
-Rules to help children learn to avoid sharp/dangerous objects
-children exposed to various tools that adult use
-there are only 2 adventure playgrounds in the US, this is one 
of them
-children need to sign waivers before entering the park
-regulations on open hours
-cost money to use
-different region and climate challenge compare to design site
-children often times will leave with scratches and small 
injuries
-hygiene is a concern
-exposed to many dangerous tools
#2 Design 
Park: Teardrop 
Park
-bringing nature into the middle of the city like an oasis
-provide an unique playscape that is different than its 
surrounding
-very well designed stormwater management
-mostly well used throughout the day and almost all season
-local materials for hardscape
-free for all
-aesthetically pleasing all season
-has similar seasonal design challenge
-the construction cost is very high
-the time of construction is long due to various structural 
engineering aspects
-limited access during seasons like winter
-there are not many movable parts for children to manipulate 
and be creative
#3 Design 
Park: 
Woodland 
Discovery 
Park, 
-bringing back native plants and character to the site
-colorful and bold paving pattern and playful equipment
-engages children on many levels 
-creates a landmark for the city
-free public park
-designers worked with children
-transformation from greyfield to a park 
-cost of the park is high
-the site of the park is located in Alabama which may not 
apply to New England weather
-the park scale is much larger than the design site
#4 Lions Park
-highly creative for children to engage
-free to the public
-cost is low since the site reused materials from donation
-strong theme: “music”
-provides space for active recreation
-park scale is much larger than site design
-different climate context
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Chapter 5: Site Design
Map: MassGIS 
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promote a new design of playscape for children of all ages in 
Boston areas and across the country in order to provide them a 
dynamic, creative, active, and adventurous playground.  Related 
sub-goals design include:
1. Improve outdoor playscape for children of all ages
2. Provide different play activity types for all ages
3. Educate adult and children about different play types and 
equipment
4. Introduce new forms of equipment for all-season outdoor 
activities
5. Utilize monitoring methods to study children’s  preferences 
and  growth
5.1 Project Goals
The goal of this project is to design a new playscape for Holland 
Elementary School in Dorchester, MA. The site is located at the 
heart of Dorchester, surrounded by higher-density residential 
areas, with limited playgrounds within walking distance. The 
school has a large open space situated in the back, which is 
currently vacant and does not receive attention. This is an 
amazing opportunity to design many forms of fun, creative play 
equipment. The project focuses on the importance of monitoring 
and collecting information through three phases of the design, 
in order to study children’s preferences and interaction in the 
playscape. The first phase focuses on bringing in initial “test” 
equipment or temporary equipment to monitor children’s 
interaction and growth. The second phase will introduce 
forms of adventure play equipment and small forms of “test” 
fixed equipment. Last but not least, the final phase consists of 
incorporating more successful play equipment and expands 
play area. Through various forms of existing creative equipment 
made from recycled materials; this project aims to achieve 
sustainability and also serve as an educational purpose. Having 
different equipment options for children, this project serves to 
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5.2 Project Assessments
Opportunities & Constraints
1. Existing playground structure installed in 2001 by Boston 
Schoolyard Initiative
2. Available and vacant green space behind schoolyard
3. Potential for educational purposes
4. Minimal maintenance and training 
5. Adult and faculty involvement
6. Minimal cost 
7. Potential for creativity and outdoor interaction
8. Safe space for environmental play 
Map: MassGIS 
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5.3  Clients and Users
The design site is at Holland Elementary School, which is part 
of the Boston Public School System. The Boston Schoolyard 
Initiative has been making a significant contribution on the 
school’s landscape by installing playgrounds and renovating 
the school since 2001. The clients and users for this project are 
the school staff, students, and children in the neighborhood. The 
Holland Elementary provides education from grades K2 to 5. In 
the school year 2013-2014, there were 758 students enrolled and 
82 faculty members were employed according to Boston Public 
School records. 
The site will provide opportunity to encourage outdoor activities 
for children throughout all season. Users will contribute in the 
design process. It will be maintained and monitored by either 
the trained educators or staff. Emergency contact booths will be 
installed to provide easy access in case of an emergency during 
afterschool hours. 
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5.4 Location + Playgrounds
United States Site United States Playgrounds
Massachusetts Site Massachusetts Playgrounds
Figure 1.6: Site analysis: location and playgrounds in the United States and Massachusetts
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United States Case Studies
1
2
3
4
Massachusetts Population
Playgrounds in the United States are predominately located 
near cities and high-density populations. Boston is among one 
of these higher-density population areas. Three out of four case 
studies are located thousands of miles away from the site. Since 
playgrounds are important to a child’s development, especially 
in the inner urban city, it is important to focus and provide 
opportunity for easy access for children to more creative and 
flexible types of playgrounds. 
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5.5 Playgrounds Analysis + Site Location
Boston Site Boston Playgrounds
SITESITE
Neighborhood 800 Scale
Schools + Green Spaces
Neighborhood 400 Scale 
Site + Green Spaces
Figure 1.7: Playgrounds in Massachusetts
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d
a
b
c
Pope John Paul II Park | “great for walks with strollers” -ocono
Castle Island | “We always head out to Castle Island in South 
Boston — it has everything for young and old with great views. 
Playground, walking, kites, fishing, lots of people, snack bar, and 
restrooms” -bostonef
Larz Anderson Park | It’s even a great park in the winter, as 
the hills are perfect for sledding.” -TheresaRenee
Hynes Field| “They run a spray/fountain thing in the summer 
that the kids adore.” - eBear
Boston Favorite Playgrounds, Online Rating
d
a
c
SITE
Neighborhood 40 Scale 
Holland Elementary School 
The site is located on 85 Olney Street, Dorchester, MA. The 
school operating hours are from 7:30 AM to 2 PM on weekdays. 
It “envisions a rich educational environment that prepares [their] 
students to be lifelong learners and productive, responsible 
members of the global community” (Holland Elementary School, 
2014). The current principal is Mr. Jeichael Henderson. The site 
location is far from other favorite playgrounds and parks in the 
Boston Area, such as Pope John Paul Park and Hynes Field Park. 
Thus, it is important to improve this site to encourage a higher 
quality of play for the children in the neighborhood. 
Figure 1.7: Playgrounds in Massachusetts
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5.6 Design Site Introduction
School : John P Holland Elementary School
•	 Located in Dorchester, MA
•	 Grades: K2-5
•	 School type: traditional
•	 Built: 1972
•	 Unique: English Language Learner (ELL) Classes
•	 Low income: 72.6% (2012-2013)
Site Characteristics
•	 Boston Public School
•	 7.2 Acres
•	 2 playgrounds
Source: Holland Elementary School, 2014
Photo: N. Doan
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Context
•	 Dorchester is Boston’s largest neighborhood and also one of 
its most diverse. 
•	 Long-time residents mingle with newer immigrants from 
Ireland, Vietnam, and Cape Verde.
•	 The nation’s first Vietnamese Community Center is located 
in Fields Corner; the heart of the Vietnamese community in 
Boston.
•	 Franklin Park, considered the “crown jewel” of Frederick Law 
Olmsted’s Emerald Necklace Park System, is located here.
•	 Neighborhood pride is strong in Dorchester, as former 
residents have been known to wear T-shirts proclaiming 
“OFD” - “Originally From Dorchester.” 
•	 Bordered by the Neponset River and Boston Harbor, 
Dorchester residents enjoy the riverfront amenities of Pope 
John Paul II Park as well as harbor beaches and boating 
opportunities.
Source: City of Boston
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5.7 Site Photo Tour of Existing Conditions
Holland Elementary School - South Side
Photo: N. Doan
Photo: N. Doan
Photo 1: Looking west toward the parking lot near
The site has minimal tree canopy. The majority of open land is 
paved. The main entrance is ambiguous. Visitors are welcomed 
with a parking lot. 
Photo 2: Looking north from the pedestrian gate
There are beautiful rock outcrops surrounding the school 
building. However, these rock outcrops are fenced off for safety 
reasons. The existing pathway leading to the main entrance is 
not ADA accessible. A row of matured oak trees were saved from 
previous constructions.
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Holland Elementary School - East Side
Photo: N. Doan
Photo: N. Doan
Photo 3: Looking west from pedestrian pathway
Rock outcrops frames the pedestrian pathway and provides a 
buffer from the school and road. This is a unique feature of the 
site that should be preserved. 
Photo 4: Looking north
There is a hardscape playground on the east side of the school. 
This is one of the gathering spaces for children after school 
hours. High-density homes are on the right side of the image. 
This is a transitional zone which lacks tree canopy and buffer 
from the street.
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Holland Elementary School - East Side
Photo: N. Doan
Photo: N. Doan
Photo 5: Looking west towards the staircase to the back of the 
school
This view shows the beautiful integration between building and 
landscape. The previous designers did not make the land flat in 
order to build the school. This area has the potential to be more 
beautiful and a focal point for outdoor play. 
Photo 6: Looking west towards the school largest playground
This play equipment was installed in 2001 by the Boston 
Schoolyard Initiatives. During good weather seasons, younger 
children play in this playground with adult supervision. Staff 
noted that children do not use this equipment. Children often run 
around this equipment. Mature oak trees provide shade for the 
playground. These trees are significant 
and should be protected.
Site: Holland Elementary School
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Holland Elementary School - East Side
Photo: N. Doan
Photo: N. Doan
Photo 7: Looking west towards the school flag
This is near the school main entrance. It is not visible to visitors 
from the street. This area is almost 80% paved in asphalt with 
little tree canopy cover. The entrance area provides opportunities 
to demonstrate green infrastructure, such as vegetated swales 
for education purposes, as well as reducing impervious 
Photo 8: Looking east neighborhood
Existing raised beds show that the school values gardening. They 
may also indicate there are opportunities for more raised beds 
since there are a limited number of them in the area. The site 
is divided by a steep grade that separates the school’s ground 
and road. Existing plants are minimal. There is still large amount 
surfaces. That ground, however, also provides 
opportunity for artful graphics for students.
of lawn surrounding the site, which requires 
maintenance.  These areas may serve as an 
educational purpose if native and edible plants 
are introduced. 
Site: Holland Elementary School
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Site: Holland Elementary School
Photo: N. Doan
Photo: N. Doan
Holland Elementary School - East Side
Photo 9: Looking south from main gate to the entrance.
A twelve-foot curvilinear pathway leads to the main entrance. 
Improvement to the quality of space, for gathering and educational 
purposes, can be done on the left and right side of the path.
Photo 10: Looking east toward the main entrance parking
This is a small parking lot that has about 10 spaces for staff. A 
large roundabout for drop-off is paved. This area has a number 
of significant mature trees that are worth preserving.
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Site: Holland Elementary School
Photo: N. Doan
Photo: N. Doan
Holland Elementary School - West Side
Photo 12: Inside a classroom of third graders
This was during one of my site visits to the Holland School. I 
gave a small PowerPoint slide show on landscape architecture 
and showed students slides on play equipment. Overall, they 
were mostly interested in the colorful equipment and adventure 
play such as ziplines. Any new or different, not found in other 
Photo 11: Looking north toward the open space in the back of 
the school
The site has a large vacant lawn open space. This is where 
children, older than third grade, have their recess. They often 
run around and are active. It does not have places to rest for 
those who are more limited-mobility or introverted. This site has 
schools, equipment caught the attention of the 
students. 
the biggest potential to bring much creative 
and adventure play to the school playground.
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5.8 Site Analysis
Circulation
Slope
Geneva Ave
Fai
rmo
unt
 Lin
e M
BTA
Colu
mbi
a Rd
Building
Land Use
Base
Impervious Surface
Circulation:
The site is located on Olney Street, which intersects at Geneva Ave. The site is adjacent to 
Columbia Road, a major historic road in Dorchester. It is also adjacent to the purple MBTA 
commuter rail, Fairmount Line. Overall, the site is not visible from major roads, but is easily 
accessible in the neighborhood.
Building:
The site is located in a high-density area. The urban grain is generally uniform except for 
the school, which creates a very sudden change of scale. The robust building scale is 
visually less obtrusive, since the building serves as a retaining wall, as well as its pattern 
and colorful façade.
Slope:
The site has a challenging slope with 8-12% from the east to the west side. This change in 
grade creates a separation between the main entrance and the green space in the back 
of the school. Overall, the other spaces are fairly flat from 2%-3%.
Impervious Surfaces: 
The majority of the site is impervious surface. The urban soil has been highly altered with 
only rock outcrops as remains of the site existing conditions prior to development. Thus, it is 
highly important to reduce impervious surfaces within the school and improve comfortable 
green spaces for outdoor activities.
Land Use:
The surroundings of the site consist of high-density residential areas on the east and west 
side. On the north side there is adjacent use of zoned commercial and industrial. 
Figure 1.8: Site analysis diagram
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5.9  Existing Conditions
Hydrology
LP + 85.67
+ 76.43LP + 75.62
Circulation
Parking lot
Vegetation
Landform
Hydrology: The site has about a ten-foot grade change from the east 
sidewalk to the west parking lot. There are a number of catch basins 
on site for stormwater. Incorporation of green infrastructure such as 
bioswales can treat stormwater and improve water quality.
Circulation: The main entrance to the school is located on the east side. 
The drop-off area is the visual indicator of arrival. There is no hierarchy 
of pedestrian pathways. There is now only one existing 12’ wide asphalt 
path around the school. 
Parking: There are three major parking lots on site. The two parking 
on the east are used most often. The largest parking on the west side 
was reduced to half of the spaces in 2001. This indicates there is not a 
demand for more parking spaces.
Vegetation: The site has a significant mature plant community on the east 
side, but lack of canopy on the west side. A majority of green space is 
lawn, which allows a chance to introduce native plant species.
Landform: The site has a dramatic landform of which its nine-foot grade 
change creates a unique site in the urban area. 
Figure 1.9: Site existing conditions diagrams
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5.10 Existing Section Diagram
MBTA Rail Green Space
+75
*Not to scale
This section diagram shows a change in grade that divides the 
site into distinct spaces. The lower side of the site can be altered 
for adventure play. The east entrance of the site has existing 
structures and matured trees that can be enhanced with green 
infrastructure and creative play elements. 
Figure 1.10: Section Diagram 
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Green Space
+75
+85
Olney StreetHolland School
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5.11  Symbols
Recycled materials station
Picnic area
Parking
Emergency pole
ADA Accessible spaces
Recycled bottles station
General summer play area
Viewing area
Storage
Shelter
Physical exercise area
Existing playground 
Construction tool area
Snow shoeing area
General winter play area
Nature play area
Ice skating area
Green infrastructure demonstration area
Temporary play equipment
Staff supervision required
Figure 1.11: Playground key symbols
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5.12 Material Options
Figure 1.12: Material option samples
Figure 1.12 shows a toolbox with various recycled materials for 
the playground design. Utilizing local materials may reduce the 
cost of construction.  Materials such as tree branches, plastic 
bottles, cardboard boxes, tires, computer parts , and more 
provide greater room for creativity for children  to repurpose these 
materials. These materials also reduce the amount of waste that 
gets transferred to the landfill . Additionally, these materials are 
very cheap to free in cost. Therefore, it is important to expose 
children to about sustainability at an early age. 
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5.13  Play Types Inspirations
Fixed equipment structures consist of permanent installations 
such as landform, fence, climbing walls and a zip line station. 
These fixtures have higher cost and can be expensive, because 
they require experts for installation. These structures have higher 
duration and do not require a lot of maintenance. 
Loose materials consist of any type of equipment that can be 
removed and detached  by the users. These structures may 
incorporate recycled materials. This is an exciting method that 
allows children to manipulate their play structures.
Dynamic play  provides room for physical activities and improving 
health. This is great for transition zones between different play 
types. Zipline is a good example of dynamic play where children 
stay active while in the playground.
Educational play includes spaces for staff to teach students about 
specific subjects such as arts and crafts. This is a great tool to 
incorporate outdoor classrooms during fall and spring seasons.
Quiet play  consists of spaces for children of younger ages and 
those who are introverted.  This also provides spaces for resting 
for both adults and children.  
Cooperative play encourages children to learn to work in teams 
and share equipment. This is important since it will help teach 
children about how to work well with others at a young age. 
Artful play  is an important factor that helps children explore and 
be creative in the outdoor environment. Using recycled materials 
is one of the ways to encourage children to create and design 
their own play structures or objects.
Risk-taking play provides equipment that requires adult 
supervision. Many structures vary in their characteristics, from 
the height to the use of materials, that consist of recycled 
materials such as scrap metals and tree logs. These materials 
provide children room to use tools such as hammers and nails. 
All of these materials may be perceived to be dangerous , but it 
is important to allow children to learn to how to build structures 
on their own. It is a great method to help them grow and become 
more independent. 
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Fixed EquipmentRock climbing wall, zip line station, landform, fence
Loose MaterialsMovable parts, recycled materials: tires, timbers, cooking pots
Educational PlayGardening using recycled materials, art making, math materials, growing vegetables
Quiet PlaySmall groups, imitating adult actions 
Dynamic PlayProviding space for children to run and improve physical health
Artful PlayProviding opportunities to use recylced materials in creative ways
Cooperative PlayInteracting with others, sharing equipment and space
Risk Taking PlayAdventure playground setting, recycled materials, required train staff to supervise
Figure 1.13: Play type illustrations
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Figure 1.14: Phase I  perspective
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5.14 Phase I
The first phase of the site design and development process 
provides temporary play equipment in order to monitor and 
understand children interaction with the equipment. This stage 
will also involve installing green infrastructure to treat stormwater, 
such as bioswales, and weirs appropriately located throughout 
the site to minimize lawn surfaces and increase plant biodiversity. 
Figure 1.20 shows a section of the existing playground installed 
in 2001. This will remain throughout Phases I and II in order to 
monitor children’s preferences over the years. A swale on the 
west side provides as a means for educational purposes. 
Existing parking to remain
3 parking lots are required 
Existing parking to remain
3 parking lots are required 
Existing playgrounds to remain
Play equipment installed in 2001 by BSI
Recycled  materials
Opportunities to display art & craft using 
recycled materials to educate students
Green infrastructure
Install rain gardens and bio-swales to treat 
rainwater runoff and provide habitat quality
Picnic area
Provide options for summer picnic gathering
Existing playgrounds to remain
Play equipment installed in 2001 by BSI
Winter play
Allow sledding on slope
Sunny area & temporary structure 
Open space for outdoor recreation to be 
planted with meadow mix to improve soil 
quality & provide temporary play equipment
Green infrastructure
Install rain garderns and bio-swales to treat rainwater runoff and 
provide habitat quality
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Figure 1.15: Phase I site plan
Fixed EquipmentRock climbing wall, zip line station, landform, fence
Loose MaterialsMovable parts, recycled materials: tires, timbers, cooking pots
Educational PlayGardening using recycled materials, art making, math materials, growing vegetables
Quiet PlaySmall groups, imitating adult actions 
Dynamic PlayProviding space for children to run and improve physical health
Artful PlayProviding opportunities to use recylced materials in creative ways
Cooperative PlayInteracting with others, sharing equipment and space
Risk Taking PlayAdventure playground setting, recycled materials, required train staff to supervise
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5.14 Phase I
5 - Year 
Set the Surface - Temporary Equipment
Creative Play: 
Introduce summer + winter sports to underutilized lands
Educational Play: 
Incorporate education outdoor learning experiences
 Landscape: 
Provide green infrastructure to improve current soil and canopy conditions
Landscape: 
Setting aside outdoor spaces for temporary equipment
Research: 
Monitor students activities and their equipment preferences
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5.15 Phase II
Figure 1.16: Phase II  perspective
Snow shoeing 
Winter sports and recreation on wavy 
landform
Bike path
Provide painted bike path on wide existing walkway for all 
season to encourage more physical activities
Physical Activity Area
Provide green space for gathering and outdoor 
physical activities during good weather days 
Emergency Booth
Provide booth with emergency phone to ensure children with 
injuries to get treated immediately
Nature Play Area
Introduce to new play area with existing rock outcrop for students 
grade 3 or higher
Nature Exploration Play Discovery
Provide opportunities for  viewing and discovery such as bird 
watching and insect studies
Accessible pathways
Provide  ADA accessible paths for children of all ages
Green infrastructure - mature 
Plant understories and trees to provide 
shades, improve air quality, more 
biodiversity
Construction tools + recycled materials
Fenced in adventure playground, adult 
supervision required and guardian signature
Storage + Shelter
Store equipment for summer access and 
basic outdoor needs such as water and first 
aid kits
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Figure 1.17: Phase II site plan
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5.15 Phase II
10 - Year 
Active and Adventure Play
Fixed EquipmentRock climbing wall, zip line station, landform, fence
Loose MaterialsMovable parts, recycled materials: tires, timbers, cooking pots
Educational PlayGardening using recycled materials, art making, math materials, growing vegetables
Quiet PlaySmall groups, imitating adult actions 
Dynamic PlayProviding space for children to run and improve physical health
Artful PlayProviding opportunities to use recylced materials in creative ways
Cooperative PlayInteracting with others, sharing equipment and space
Risk Taking PlayAdventure playground setting, recycled materials, required train staff to supervise
Creative Play: 
Introduce new various fixed, loose, adventure, and artful equipment in small quantities
Educational Play: 
Provide more outdoor classrooms on math, art, physical exercise, and gardening 
Landscape: 
Bring in native plants and edible landscape to improve urban environmental quality and attract 
wildlife 
Landscape Maintenance: 
Provide trained staff to oversee all season outdoor activities
Research: 
Monitor students activities and their preferences
Research: 
Develop a  monitoring system to record injuries, productivity, grades, and creativity
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5.16 Phase III
Figure 1.18: Phase III perspective
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Ice skating
Winter sports and recreation on sunken 
parking lot with multi-funtional uses in the 
winter
Winter + Summer playscapes
Expanding play area with wavy landform for all season 
interest 
Physical Activity Area
Expand green space for gathering and outdoor 
physical activities during good weather days 
Nature Play Area
Mature play area with old equipment taken away
Nature Exploration Play Discovery
Provide opportunities for  viewing and discovery such as bird 
watching and insect studies
Recycled Materials
Provide opportunities to use recycled materials in artful ways
Green infrastructure - mature 
Plant understories and trees to provide 
shades, improve air quality, more 
biodiversity
Construction tools + recycled materials
Expanding adventure playgrounds if phase 
II is successful
Storage + Shelter
Provide more storage as the playscape 
expands
0         20       40       
Figure 1.19: Phase III site plan
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5.16 Phase III
25 - Year
Vibrant Landscape + Creativity
Fixed EquipmentRock climbing wall, zip line station, landform, fence
Loose MaterialsMovable parts, recycled materials: tires, timbers, cooking pots
Educational PlayGardening using recycled materials, art making, math materials, growing vegetables
Quiet PlaySmall groups, imitating adult actions 
Dynamic PlayProviding space for children to run and improve physical health
Artful PlayProviding opportunities to use recylced materials in creative ways
Cooperative PlayInteracting with others, sharing equipment and space
Risk Taking PlayAdventure playground setting, recycled materials, required train staff to supervise
Creative Play: 
Provide and expand successful equipment from researches 
and eliminate unsuccessful ones
Educational Play: 
Incorporate more outdoor interaction and teach students about 
the environment with the  mature playscape
Landscape: 
Support and continue to provide opportunities for wildlife habitat 
and expand to adjacent landscape
Landscape Maintenance: 
Provide opportunities for children to take part of up-keeping the 
landscape
Research: 
Monitor students activities and their preferences through 
surveys  and observations
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Holland Elementary School Bio swale
5.17 Site Section Phase I Figure 1.20: Phase I section
10’ walkway
The first phase of the site design and development process 
provides temporary play equipment in order to monitor and 
understand children interactions with the equipment. This stage 
will also involve installing green infrastructure to treat stormwater, 
such as bioswales, and weirs appropriately located throughout 
the site to minimize lawn surfaces and increase plant biodiversity. 
Figure 1.20 shows a section of the existing playground installed 
in 2001. This will remain throughout Phases I and II in order to 
monitor children’s preferences over the years. A swale on the 
west side provides as a means for educational purposes. 
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Bio swale
Figure 1.20: Phase I section
10’ walkway Existing playground
0            4            8
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5.18 Site Section Phase III Phase III:
Bio swaleHolland Elementary School
Figure 1.21: Phase III section
This is the last phase showing twenty years after the first stage. 
The fixed equipment will be removed, and replaced as a large 
gathering area for outdoor classroom in front of the entrance of 
the school. This space will provide room for temporary equipment 
for  monitoring. The landscape will become more mature and 
diverse for students and wildlife.
10’ walkway
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Phase III:
Bio swale
Figure 1.21: Phase III section
10’ walkway Nature outdoor classroom
0            4            8
Photo: nycgovparks.org
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